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For nearly 100 years the Sevenoaks Gasholders dominated the skyline on a prominent 
bend on the Otford Road approaching Sevenoaks.  At 30m in height and 31-33m in 
diameter, the structures formed a significant landmark. Unlike some disused gasholders, 
the detailing of the steel frame was of little architectural merit, but the scale and presence 
of the gasholders nevertheless provides an important planning precedent on the site 
which should be reflected in the urban design approach.

Having stood disused since being decommissioned in the late 1990s, the structures 
were finally demolished in 2019 due to safety concerns and ongoing maintenance costs.

This design team has been working for 3 years to develop a specialised and bespoke 
approach to designing residential development on gasholder sites. The concept is a 
simple one based around working with these historic structures rather than removing 
all trace of them. Building on or close to the footprint of the gasholder references the 
planning precedent of the original structure in terms of scale and height but also retains 
something of its historic townscape presence.  Creating a bespoke circular typology 
around the historic land uses results in a unique residential environment. This circular 
rather than linear approach to the structures can open up both views across and access 
into the site for the wider community’s benefit.

In bringing forward this prominent site for development we have set out to:

• Reflect the historic industrial townscape precedent of the Gasholders
• Respect neighbouring residential properties by stepping down and away 
 from boundaries
• Maximise views from the site to the wildlife reserve to the West
• Maintain and enhance the public footpath through the site
• Create a high quality housing environment for all tenures
• Avoid any vehicle or parking stress on Crampton’s Road while improving 
 street frontage

Introduction

Historic street view of gasholders Site context diagram Historic aerial photograph circa 1939

Aerial of site pre-demolition with application boundary Site looking south down public footpath

Site looking south over former west gasholder 
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Design Evolution

1.   Public right of way    6.   Existing gas main
2.   Noise from A225 traffic    7.   Existing house and rear garden
3.   Noise from deliveries and parking lot   8.   Gas operations compound
4.   Wickes shed / poor aspect    9.   Required set-back
5.   Existing outlook from neighbouring properties  10. Developable area

1.   Retention of landmark form / gateway to Sevenoaks 7.   Gas operational land to be retained
2.   Open site at north    8.   Existing house and rear garden
3.   Continuation of circular typology   9.   Follow existing townscape / set-back from road
4.   Views towards Sevenoaks Wildlife Reserve  10. Set-back from neighbours 
5.   Public footpath to be retained and enhanced  11. Open site at south
6.   Creation of new public space
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The initial design process began with the two concept diagrams 
to the left which analysed the constraints and opportunities 
of the various site conditions. All of these elements strongly 
informed the design in terms of siting, massing and building 
typologies.

Simultaneously, we began drawing up hand sketches of potential 
site layouts, exploring different scales and combinations of 
building typologies.  

Concept diagram - Constraints Concept diagram - Opportunities

Initial hand sketches
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Following on from the hand sketches we used 3D digital modelling to test 9 different 
massing models (below), which were initially informed by the hand sketches and 
then evolved into a number of iterations in the process.  We then narrowed it down 
to 3 options (right) to develop in greater detail.  After assessing these 3 options, it 
was determined that the outlined option was the best to proceed with as it does not 
impact the operational land area or the existing house and garden. This option is also 
the strongest due to its lower density, stepped blocks, townhouses that reinforce the 
streetscape and is the most respectful of its neighbours.

We then took this scheme and developed it further to include detailed plan layouts and 
a detailed massing, which was then submitted for the pre-application. Some of this 
material is found in the middle/bottom of this page.

Aerial view from northwest

Low aerial view from northeast

Street view from northwest Landscape plan Preferred massing option developed for pre-application

9 massing models
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Proposed Scheme

Aerial perspective from southwest

The pre-application scheme was refined further and amended in 
coordination with formal planning advice and further meetings 
with councillors and area leaders, design review panel and other 
design disciplines. The resultant scheme is the proposed scheme 
shown on the next three pages.

The proposed scheme can be summarised as follows:

• 136 homes: 1 no. studio flat, 45 no. 1 bed flats, 57 no. 2 bed flats, 
   23 no. 3 bed  flats, 1 no. 2 bed townhouse, 9 no. 3 bed townhouses
•  Three building types; rotunda, blocks and townhouses
•  All buildings clad in high-quality brick
•  All homes have private outdoor space and meet Nationally 
   Described Space Standards
•  A percentage of discount market and wheelchair user homes
•  96 car parking spaces provided to ensure parking for existing 
   residents is not impacted
•  181 cycle parking spaces

East elevation

South elevation

North elevation

Ground floor plan Level 2 plan Level 3 plan
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Architecture

Shared public amenity space looking east

4

Rotunda and north block facing west

3

Townhouses along Crampton’s road looking south
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Aerial perspective from northeast
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Landscape

Overview

•  Improved public footpath connecting Cramptons Road and Otford Road
•  Large shared public amenity space at the heart of the site
•  Variety of interesting soft landscaped spaces including for children
•  Wheelchair accessibility throughout

Tree Planting Strategy

•  Marker Trees - large specimen trees with ornamental and biodiversity 
   value located along key views
•  Bosque Trees - informal group of trees within landforms
•  Avenue Trees - tall trees with columnar habit to mark primary
   access routes
•  Car Park Trees - trees with large canopies planted between parking
   bays

Planting Strategy

•  Ornamental grasses and groundcover to landforms
•  Structural planting to screen ground floor units
•  Informal hedgerows

Shared public amenity space looking westLandscape plan
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